
 
 
 
ROSIE WEISS 
Biography 
 
Rosie Weiss is a Melbourne / Mornington Peninsula based artist & educator. In 1992 she 
won the Moet & Chandon Australian art Fellowship with a painting titled 'lung' a reaction to 
the chemical fire on Coode Island the same year. In 1996 she completed her Master of Arts 
at RMIT with 'Intimate Patterns' a body of work that examined our relationship with nature. 
She has exhibited in Australia, Asia & France over the past thirty years, and her work can be 
found in collections across Australia including The National Gallery of Victoria, Mornington 
Peninsula Regional Gallery, Tasmanian Museum & Art Gallery, Artbank & The National 
Gallery of Australia.  
 
Weiss makes work about her/our relationship to the natural world. She finds plant fragments 
on the edges of human activity, paths, bush tracks, school playgrounds, city streets, logging 
tracks, farms, her garden and by the sea. These fragments have often been worn down by 
wear and tear, including fire, to their essential structures, they then form the basis of her 
practice as she attempts to give them a voice.  
 
Two distinct series come together in the current project at Silver Leaf Art Box titled Do you 
still love me? (asked the earth), both created during the Covid-19 lockdowns of 2020. Weiss 
said, “The works from this time have an almost playful thread for me, the fire plants are 
there, but there are also other images appearing. A seahorse my father left me, an image of 
an unfurling fern I took thirty years ago, and the repeated forms of ever spreading couch 
grass. Images close to home, with a concentrated focus, but also an experimental freedom.” 
 
Weiss visited the east Gippsland fire grounds in early 2020 and collected charred plant 
fragments that recur throughout this body of work. Do you still love me? (asked the earth), a 
poignant question the artist poses in a poem about the work of the same title, encapsulating 
the essence of this exhibition and cutting to the heart of our relationship with the earth. 
 
A series of smaller works titled Breath fracture sit alongside the fire pieces. These works 
delve into notions of mortality, loss and renewal. Plant fragments float and glide in visceral 
internal spaces, drawing connections between the physical structures of plants and those of 
the body. Weiss’s use of pigments and metallic inks create an iridescence that is mysterious, 
liquid and alive. 
 
This exhibition coincides with Rosie Weiss - Collected Works, showing at Mornington 
Peninsula Regional Gallery, 29 May – 22 August, highlighting a suite of thirteen recently 
acquired works on paper that provide an overview of the artist’s practice from 1979 – 2018, 
from her early printmaking days through to her more recent drawing practice. 
 
Appearing in works from the early 1980’s to the present, most of the plant fragments lived on 
to appear in the 2019 Installation at the Mornington Peninsula Regional Gallery, ‘On the 
edge’. This collection of over 400 land and sea plants collected over 40 years and 
referenced in the retrospective shown alongside, prints, paintings and works in paper, is part 
of the show ‘In the valley’ a group climate change show curated by Danny Lacy and included 
in the Climarte Festival. 
 
“Weiss’ work has a spiritual entanglement with the landscape, her drawings and paintings of 
natural objects often anthropomorphise into body parts, exploring the symbiosis between the 
body and nature.” Danny Lacy 2019 
 



In the winter of 2015 Weiss spent time at the Police Point Residency, Point Nepean. It was 
here she witnessed ‘An extreme erosion event ‘(Parks Victoria beach closure signage). The 
trees were falling into the sea faster than she could draw or photograph them. These 
fragments become the beginning of the series ‘The trees are falling into the sea and other 
stories‘ 2015 -17, which eventually involved collecting fragments from the whole of Port 
Phillip Bay dislodged by channel deepening & sea level rises. 
 
These works appeared to cross over to all life forms be they human, animal or plant. In 2018 
she began making a series of larger works inspired by fragments from further afield, still 
using ink and watercolour these recent drawings have been described by the artist Karina 
Armstrong “You know how they say trees can communicate amongst themselves, these 
works with their contained complex visual language seem like the closest thing to 
eavesdropping. Just beautiful.” 

 


